
Your Ideas Count!

Glossary

Read through the activity and 
prepare the materials.  To best 
understand this activity, also 

read through some of the 
articles referenced in the 

glossary.

How can we have the best class discussion 
possible?
Have you ever felt unsafe or uncomfortable 
when teachers ask you to talk in groups 
with other students?  
Have there been other times when you felt 
safe?
What was it that made a speci�c group chat 
better or worse?

Open the Window

1-2Time Estimate
Preparation

 Preparation 
Thermometer

-- Poster board or white board
-- Copy(ies) of the Talk to Me novel, 

the audiobook, or computers so 
students can reread a chapter of the 

novel
-- Students’ Journals are needed 

during the activity (not just for the 
“View From My Window”)

Materials

[Setting Ground Rules for Classroom 
Discussion]

BIG IDEA for Kids
Setting “Ground Rules” (rules that we 
create for our own discussions) is one 
engineers make everyone feel safe and 
comfortable enough to participate in 
discussions.  The best discussions 
happen when everyone shares ideas 
and helps improve the ideas of others.

-Ground Rules
-Classroom
  discourse

30 Minutes



Activity Instructions
1. Have students “free write” in their journals for about 5 minutes about the open 
window questions.
 
2. Ask students to reread Talk to Me chapter 23.  You can also play the audio book 
chapter or read aloud.
 
3. Split students into pairs or groups of three or four.  Provide them with the 
following questions (either by printing them out or writing them on a white 
board):
-- Is the discussion between Sadina and her friends a good one? What makes it 
good and what makes it bad?
-- Are there any ground rules in their conversation? What are they?
-- Are there any ground rules you think could improve their conversation? What 
are they?
 
4. Ask students to discuss the questions as well as their answers from the free 
write with other members of their group.  Each group should make a list of any 3 
of the following:
-- Rules that help create good discussion
-- Examples of good discussion (a couple of quotes, for example)
-- Examples of bad discussion
-- Things good participants do
-- Things bad participants do
 
5. Ask groups to share their ideas with the rest of the students.  Using everyone’s 
ideas, create a class list of ground rules and a list of things good participants do.  
Remind students that these rules are their own, and they can provide the rules 
they want to see in their space.  Put the list on a whiteboard or poster board.  The 
rules should either stay on the board or poster board or be typed up and handed 
out so students can reference them.
 
6. Provide students with the extended learning question (optional). If you do, 
make sure to start the next meeting day with a short discussion.

7.  Follow up during the rest of the program by reminding students of ground 
rules when appropriate and by giving them opportunities to revise their ground 
rules every so often (about every week).



Teacher Notes:   

Imaginative Education Tools
Story

View From My Window:

Extended/Family Learning
See if you notice unwritten “ground rules” other places you go.  What are they?

Your Ideas Count!




